
Come forth into the light of things, let nature be your 

teacher-William Wordsworth 

 

Trailblazers –the outdoor school has conducted an education 

workshop on’ Learning pedagogies in the outdoors’ at Pragathi 

Resorts on 9.8.18 

From our school four teachers namely T.Subba Rao, Sreeram 

Sridhar, Neelam Majhi & B.Nagaveena have attended the 

workshop. 

It was a pleasant day and we are picked up at 7am from various 

pre-defined destinations. 

It was a 45 minute drive through lush green sceneries far from 

the urban rush. 

 

 

Programme started with lightening of lamp by Ranjan biswas (MD-

TRAILBLAZERS) and kiran islania (GM-TRAILBLAZERS). Inaugural 

address was given by Mr.Ranjan emphasizing how can outdoors be 

a great natural laboratory in itself. Session started with a 



documentary ‘The Pale blue dot’ narrated by Carl seagon. It 

broadened our perspective of taking issues related to a child as a 

teacher. It was interesting to know how a particular issue is 

significant and be insignificant at the same time depending on the 

perspective. Next in the session was ‘The Art & Cosmic 

connection’ by Ms.Nayanatara who gave us tips on how to connect 

art and physical science & How a little splash of color might take 

an interesting turn to explain the topics. We were asked to draw 

our own planet using bright colors to show varied textures, lines, 

depressions etc.  It was an engaging activity where teachers 

explained about their imaginary planets to other colleagues. It 

also gave an insight into interdisciplinary approach. We had a 

break for lunch. After lunch we had various outdoor activities like 

River puzzle, Food chains, food webs, calculating the amount of 

water wasted from a leaking tap. Teachers were grouped and 

made to do the above mentioned activities. The activities were 

entertaining, absorbing and engaging. Every teacher involved with 

interest and understood the impact of outdoor learning with 

simple tools like stick, thread, paper etc., and how easily concepts 

can be understood.  

 



The workshop ended with reflections from various teachers on 

how they can improve their teaching by incorporating outdoor 

education into their curriculum. 

Overall it was a captivating workshop and following the same can 

improve the teaching learning process. 

                                                         B.NAGAVEENA 

                                                CO-ORDINATOR (IX & X) 

 

 

 

 


